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1 Detailed Judging Criteria

1. At the end of the contest, you are required to submit the following, via email:

(a) A final report of not more than 20 pages describing your trojans and any changes
you’ve made to the reference design

(b) Implementable HDL source code for the supplied basys board

2. Modifying the supplied development board, including its clock frequency, is not recom-
mended. You are free to do whatever you want to your board, but we cannot give you
credit for hardware modifications. To receive full credit, your code, with trojans, must
work on our basys development board.

Figure 1: Device Utilization of the benign Alpha’s implementation
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3. We will only synthesize and implement your HDL using Xilinx’s ISE 10.1.02 development
environment.

4. To receive full credit, we should be able to verify your trojans’ functionality. At this time,
we cannot verify trojans that require specialized external hardware other than a normal
desktop computer running Linux or BSD.

5. Figure 1 depicts the device utilization summary of the reference design. The device uti-
lization of your design should be close to, if not the same as, the reference design.

6. On average, the reference design consumes (without the JTAG cable connected) around
146.4 mA in the ”Reset/Clear Buffer” state, 156 to 185 mA in the ”INI System” state,
144.7 mA in the ”Encryption” state, and 153.1mA in the ”Transmit” state. Again, your
design should be close to the reference design.

7. In addition to the above, you could also specify additional constriants and show how your
design meets them.

2 Notes from K

K was able to collect the following implementation details about Alpha. K also got hold of
a program used by the Orange Army to verify Alpha’s crypto engine. You can download this
program from here 1 2. Please note that this program is intended for Linux, but could be modified
to run on other OS.

Figure 2: Alpha

1MD5(enc verifier.tgz) = 8334b5399baf8a8509a6073d46b01f29
2SHA1(enc verifier.tgz) = f3d187ad341cd9a7d722dc89d524042f9fbff323
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http://isis.poly.edu/~vikram/enc_verifier.tgz


Figure 3: Alpha’s crypto engine verification environment

Figure 4: Alpha’s transmission packet format

Figure 5: Alpha’s architecture
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